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Inside The Politics Of Self
In recent months, the Southern Baptist Convention has faced a steady stream of high-profile defections, including black pastors such as Charlie Dates, popular Bible teacher Beth Moore, and Ethics and ...
The Roots of White Evangelicalism’s Crisis Are in White Evangelical Churches, Not Republican Politics
Sorry, Mr. Trump — your name is not on the guest list. Your table will not be ready. And your money really is no good around here.
The self-proclaimed king of New York in exile: An unwelcome mat remains out for ex-President Trump in the city of his birth
The joint rise of popular movements and mass media in early twentieth-century China gave birth to a democratic imagination, which culminated in the anti-American boycott of 1905. The transnational ...
Dying against Democracy: Suicide Protest and the 1905 Anti-American Boycott
“We are so self-critical as an island ... He is socially liberal; in politics, he has acquired a reputation as straight-talking and principled, someone who is honest and upfront about his ...
Doug Beattie: Moving beyond the politics of identity
For his Netflix special “Inside,” the comedian spent the pandemic year training the camera on himself, with fascinating but ultimately disheartening results.
Bo Burnham and the Possibilities of the Cinematic Selfie
Some 15 months ago, after packing up our MacBooks and departing our offices, your friends at the Washington Examiner have returned to our office in downtown Washington, D.C., and, presumably, to ...
We sacrificed everything to beat the pandemic. It's the 'experts' who failed us
The BJP on Wednesday slammed Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal for criticising the Modi government over the vaccination programme, as it charged him with doing "politics of self-promotion" and ...
BJP Accuses Kejriwal Of U-turn On Vaccination Decetralisation And Doing 'politics Of Self-promotion'
The following essay was originally posted at the author’s Medium blog here. In both journalism and policymaking—if not always in politics, or in the sordid world of score-settling by ...
The ‘Lab Leak’ Inquiry at the State Department
At the core of the latest national reckoning over race is an incontrovertible fact: the Civil War killed slavery, but it did not kill entrenched racism ...
Forging an Early Black Politics
That is why it’s so maddening to see Idaho’s freedoms on the brink yet again. Woven within the overarching definition of “freedom” is something every American strives for, namely “economic freedom.” ...
Inside Politics: Idaho’s freedom on the brink
Helen Jackson has written a book about her role at the heart of the ‘People’s Republic of South Yorkshire’ – and the sexism she encountered along the way. Chris Burn speaks to her.
Egg-throwing at Margaret Thatcher, 10p bus fares and battles with sexism - inside the 'People's Republic of South Yorkshire'
Shareholder proposals of this sort are not a rarity. As I document in a new paper, from 2010 to 2019 shareholders of S&P 500 companies submitted more than 2,400 proposals on political, social, ...
The Rise of Shareholder Politics
Iran’s Guardian Council disqualified an entire class of politically diverse candidates from running in the next month’s presidential election. The Council certified only seven candidates, one of whom, ...
The Electoral Politics and Legitimation Crisis in Iran
It’s easy to dismiss this as a sideshow, a weird epilogue to an election that some Trump supporters still aren’t ready to concede. But democracy experts and election administrators warn that the audit ...
Inside the bizarre Arizona audit fueled by Trump’s false claims of election fraud
Timeless” Exhibition is opening June 5 and running through Sept. 6.
The 26-piece collection, on loan from the Museo Dolores Olmedo, features an array of oil paintings and works ...
Frida Kahlo exhibition offers the most comprehensive presentation of Kahlo’s work in Chicago in over 40 years
Waabi claims its next-generation self-driving technology can scale autonomous driving technology research and make it commercially viable.
What Waabi’s launch means for the self-driving car industry
Nevertheless, in my opinion there is ample room for the Bennett-Lapid government to set a few things in order, and to make it clear to Israeli friends and adversaries abroad that there is principled ...
Ten Commandments for the Bennett-Lapid government
Self-selecting surveys such as this can see ... out about death threats he received and how he considered leaving politics. He told Radio Kerry he has had 20 anonymous letters calling for his ...
Local councillors say they get death threats in course of their work
This article is part of the The DC Brief, TIME’s politics newsletter. Sign up here to get stories like this sent to your inbox every weekday. President Joe Biden had two dates circled on his ...
On Anniversary of George Floyd’s Death, Biden Misses a Self-Imposed Deadline
“There is no shift in my commitment, commitment, to the security of Israel, period,” Biden said Friday when asked about the changing politics among ... s right to self-defense, a standard ...
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